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It is difficult to talk of popular music without making at least passing reference to place -to places of origin, places of consumption and the flows between them; to the many ways place might be referenced, explicitly or covertly in music; the effects place exerts on music and vice versa. We talk of place in the abstract and of specific places, of scenes, sounds and practices, of the intense local creative efflorescences which are so typical of twentieth century popular musics, and of local inflexions and hybrids.
2 Then there are all the affiliations between recorded popular music and place, many of which are complex and subtle. Or contentious. A sub-, sub-category of all this is the exploration of the relationship of recorded music to strange, uncanny, unsettling, abject and deeply contradictory places, which is the territory into which this essay wanders.
The records in question are the surf instrumental 'Bombora', and the country song 'Malabar Mansion', each of which, in different ways, has connections to a strange, 20
or so square-kilometre zone in southern Sydney -the peninsula which separates the 2 A good place to start exploring the relationships between music and place in Australia might be Connell and Gibson (2002) . The literature -particularly histories --of jazz, country music, blues, and world and 'roots' music in general is of course heavily suffused with notions, romances and mythologies, many egregiously erroneous, of place. 'Bombora', 'Malabar Mansion'
Transforming Cultures eJournal Vol. That area happens to be modern Australia's primal ground. The southern shore of Botany Bay is where Captain James Cook first raised the flag and claimed the east coast of Australia for Britain. So taken with the local flora and fauna was ship's naturalist Joseph Banks that Cook named the estuary Botany Bay. No one much after Banks, however, quite saw the charm of the place -the fleet sent out eighteen years later to set up a penal colony took one glance at the desolate windswept bay and kept going, 10 miles up the coast, to the more obviously picturesque Sydney Harbour. The convict colony expanded and retained the general name Botany Bay, however, and, for the early nineteenth century British underclasses, to find oneself "bound for Botany Bay" as a transported convict was the second worst luck you could have (the absolute worst being hanging).
The city of Sydney grew around the Harbour, and out to the west, but the sandy, swampy, treeless wastes around Botany Bay to the near south remained mostly uninhabited. "Botany" became the city's isolation zone: a rubbish dump, a leprosarium, an infectious diseases hospital, a sewerage works, a prison, a cemetery, a power station, tanneries and other noisome industries were put there. A Methodist mission for Aborigines was set up at the remotest part of the peninsula, La Perouse. Later there were chemical plants, military depots, housing projects, a shipping terminal, and half a dozen golf courses and of course the airport. During the Depression shanty towns and "happy valleys" appeared on the peninsula, and there were hermits and itinerants living out there in cliffside caves until quite recently, and perhaps still. There is nowhere else in the city of Sydney which so concentrates the unlovely and unwanted.
There is a narrow strip of National Park running along the ocean cliffs there now -it is quite stunningly beautiful, and surprising, and native fauna lost to the rest of Sydney survives there, but it is little visited; few power walkers are to be seen there. The vicinity rarely appears in the literature of Sydney, except in crime novels, 3 and it is the one stretch of the Sydney coast which almost never gets used for film locations. As children we took the windswept desolation of the sandhills, swamps, cliffs and construction sites for granted. At La Perouse there were boomerang throwers, and a snake man who did tricks with taipans and black snakes. (In keeping with its not-quiteright nature, there were a lot of snakes in the area). There was a derelict film studio near our house and next to it a fenced off melaleuca forest where it was believed a pirate ship was marooned in a man-made pond, a left-over, it was said, from the 1950 shooting of the Robert Newton film Treasure Island.
If there is a Sydney magic-realist, then this is it. Anything you say about the area, the opposite also holds. For most of the twentieth century the sewerage works at Malabar poured millions of gallons of untreated effluent into the Pacific Ocean. A plume of discoloured water stretched almost to the horizon, and great chunks of congealed fat and other matter washed up on Maroubra Beach. I learned recently that the tannery and abattoir waste in the effluent provided the biggest single southern hemisphere food source for the rare, usually solitary wandering albatross, large numbers of which made the sea of offal a major stop on their two yearly transglobal migrations.
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There is a natural and cultural variegation on the peninsula not found anywhere else in Sydney. Not in 1963, anyway, the year that a young guitar band from Maroubra calling themselves The Atlantics released their first single, an instrumental called 'Bombora', which quickly went to number one on the local charts and stayed there for many months. Bombora's mad tempo, tinny guitar lead, clicky tape echo and oceans of reverb place it squarely as surf instrumental.
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[To hear these MP3 audio samples, please make sure you are reading the document using Adobe Reader 9. This is free and available online at <http://www.adobe.com/products/reader/>] Before that record came out, the Atlantics were a solid draw at the surf club, scout hall, CYO (Catholic Youth Organisation) dances of the district. They were the local surf culture's band of choice, but they were not themselves of it: they were dark-haired lads, Bombora was the first Australian pop song I'd ever heard which was explicitly about something local. The word 'bombora' refers to a rocky submerged reef, in still water, where large waves form up, hollow out and break without warning. In the early 60s, 'bombora' meant to me and to people in the area, one particular reef two hundred yards off Bare Island at La Perouse: a pretty, almost Mediterranean-looking spot where ocean fish sometimes gather in great numbers. To the surfer culture on the south side the Bare Island bombora also became the mythic wave. The killer wave. The Matterhorn of the surf, and to this day there exists a local folklore about the bombora, and who first rode it. One place, with two quite distinct constellations of meaning, and a whiff of morbidity adhering to both.
I was originally intending to make a case at this point about migrancy, and how the outsider's more crystalline vision might refract the society in a way that the settled local Mac Silver, a blackfella, former drummer with Redfern band Black Lace had that year, 1988, been touring and performing in prisons and elsewhere with La Perouse-based excon and local hero Vic Simms, and there was a real convergence happening -the campaign over the high rates of Aboriginal incarceration was merging with agitation for social justice and land rights, and all that was overlapping with a wider interest in blackfella music. And there was an expectation that things would change, for the better.
So the song came out of and was released into a charged contemporary context. The last verse begins "My release ain't far away, I won't worry on that day" -he's talking about actual, not mystical release. There's transcendence on offer, though not of the romantic sublime sort. Hang in there, it says, you can get through your gaol time.
And implicitly to its larger blackfella audience, hang in there, things can be better, and soon. For all its despair, 'Malabar Mansion' is hopeful. So, do songs "sound like" the places whence they come? Do they replicate or capture the cultural conditions of their manufacture? Obviously they do.
But recorded songs look forward and outward: to their prospective audience, to the market. To the future. They're appeals -prayers, even -to near posterity. They can't help but be about where they're from, but they're as much about where their makers and audiences are at the time, and where they're going, or want to go, or where they dread to go.
Recordings aren't sonic snapshots. They don't "freeze" a moment. They have duration and are about process. They're a microcosm of dynamic transition. 
